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About this Guide

The PetaLinux Eclipse SDK provides support to develop with PetaLinux from within the Eclipse IDE. This includes user application and library development and debugging, as well as building and configuring PetaLinux and bringup of hardware platforms. This guide describes how to use the functionality provided by the PetaLinux Eclipse SDK.

It is assumed that the readers of this document have basic Linux knowledge such as how to run Linux commands, basic familiarity with Eclipse and or Xilinx XSDK as well as basic PetaLinux familiarity having read and worked through the examples in the PetaLinux SDK Getting Started Guide (UG977).

Prerequisites

This getting started document assumes that the following prerequisites have been satisfied:

- Eclipse or Xilinx SDK has been installed.
- PetaLinux SDK has been installed.
- PetaLinux setup script has been sourced in each command console which you work with PetaLinux. Run the following command to check whether the PetaLinux environment has been setup on the command console:

  $ echo $PETALINUX

If the PetaLinux working environment has been setup, it should shows the path to the installed PetaLinux. If it shows nothing, please refer to section Environment Setup in the PetaLinux SDK Getting Started Guide (UG977) document to setup the environment.
Installation

This section describes the steps to install the PetaLinux Eclipse SDK into an Eclipse environment. Throughout this guide "Eclipse" can refer to either a standard Eclipse installation or a Xilinx SDK Eclipse installation.

1. Start Eclipse.

**WARNING:** If Eclipse or Xilinx SDK is installed in a directory owned by root, the plugin must also be installed as root. However, after installation is complete, your development should be done as a non-root user.

2. Select a workspace (or create one), this workspace is only required to launch Eclipse.

3. Open Install New Software from the menu Help > Install New Software.


5. Please wait for Eclipse to contact the server.

6. Select the checkbox for the PetaLinux SDK and click Next.
7. Click **Next**.

8. Please read the license agreement before accepting, once complete click **Finish** to install.

9. When prompted that you are installing "unsigned content" click **Ok** to continue.

10. When prompted to restart Eclipse select **Restart Now**.
11. The PetaLinux Eclipse SDK is installed.

Figure 4: Restart Eclipse to Apply Software Updates
Getting Started

Starting PetaLinux Eclipse SDK

To launch Eclipse with the PetaLinux SDK the current PetaLinux environment must first be sourced (see prerequisites for more information).

1. Launch Eclipse

   $ eclipse

   or Xilinx SDK.

   $ xsdk

2. Select the Workspace.

   
   RECOMMENDED: It is recommended that you create one workspace for all PetaLinux work. The recommended location is "$PETALINUX/workspace".

3. The workspace will be opened/created and the environment will load the PetaLinux SDK.

   Figure 5: Environment with PetaLinux SDK
Installing a BSP

PetaLinux includes reference designs for you to start working with and customise for your own projects. These are provided in the form of installable BSP (Board Support Package) files, and include all the necessary design and configuration files, including pre-built and tested hardware ad software images, ready for download to your board or for booting in the QEMU system simulation environment.

The PetaLinux Eclipse SDK provides the ability to install BSPs, and can be used in combination with the petalinux-install-bsp command which is documented in the PetaLinux SDK Installation Guide (UG976).

To install a BSP using the PetaLinux Eclipse SDK follow the below steps:

1. Open the Install BSP Wizard via the PetaLinux SDK > Install BSP menu.

   ![Install BSP Menu Item](image)

   Figure 6: Install BSP Menu Item

   2. Navigate and select the " .bsp " file, and click Ok.

   3. Once complete the BSP(s) will be installed.

Rebuilding a Reference Design Software Image

So far you have tested the PetaLinux reference design pre-built software image both with QEMU and on hardware. You can also rebuild the software image of a reference design software platform. The following section covers the building of the image and the subsequent sections cover testing on QEMU and on hardware.

1. Select the platform to rebuild through the PetaLinux SDK > Platform Selection sub menu.
2. Select **All** from the Build Menu to rebuild the image.

3. The build progress is displayed and the log is shown in a Console window.
Test a Software Image in QEMU

Now that you have a software system image built, it's time to test it out.

1. Run QEMU using the **PetaLinux > Boot QEMU (Linux)** menu item. This will run the default configuration of QEMU for the current Platform.

2. A QEMU terminal will appear in the foreground connected to the console of QEMU.
To run QEMU using custom parameters or with a custom image use the QEMU external tool configurations. Open Run > External Tools > External Tools Configurations....
Test a Software Image on the Board

Before downloading the images to the board, the board must first be programmed with the corresponding FPGA bitstream. The current release of the PetaLinux Eclipse SDK tools does not provide the ability to download FPGA bitstreams for pre-built or non-pre-built platforms.

Follow the instructions from the Test New Software Image on Hardware section of the PetaLinux SDK Getting Started Guide (UG977), to download the bitstream, connect the board, serial and JTAG correctly.

Direct Kernel Image Download

1. JTAG boot the kernel image to the board using the PetaLinux SDK > Boot JTAG (Linux) menu item. This will load the current Linux Kernel image onto the board and execute it.

Figure 13: Boot JTAG (Linux) Menu Item
2. Watch the serial console, you should see the Linux booting messages shown on the serial console.

**Network Boot Kernel Image**

1. Make sure that the Linux image is in your TFTP directory "/tftpboot"

2. JTAG boot the u-boot image to the board using the **PetaLinux SDK > Boot JTAG (U-Boot)** menu item. This will load the current U-Boot image onto the board and execute it.

   ![Figure 14: Boot JTAG (U-Boot) Menu Item](image)

3. Watch the serial console. When you see "Hit any key to stop autoboot" on the console, press a key to stop auto boot, as shown below.

   ![Figure 15: U-boot](image)
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4. Check if the u-boot environment variable serverip is set your workstations IP by running u-boot print command on the serial console:

```
U-Boot-PetaLinux> print serverip
```

The serverip variable defines the IP address from which u-boot will attempt to load the kernel image, using the TFTP protocol. It should correspond to the IP address of your workstation.

When PetaLinux builds u-boot, it automatically set your workstations IP as the default u-boot serverip. However, any previously saved u-boot settings in flash will override this default.

5. Set the u-boot serverip to the IP of your workstation by running this command on the u-boot:

```
U-Boot-PetaLinux> set serverip <Your workstation IP>
```

6. Download the PetaLinux image with TFTP and then boot the image by running this command on u-boot:

```
U-Boot-PetaLinux> run netboot
```

You should be able to see the PetaLinux booting messages on the serial communication console.

7. Using u-boot and TFTP to load new kernel images is a great time-saver during the system development process, taking just seconds, instead of minutes that are required for a full JTAG boot of the Linux image.
Board Bringup

Preparation

Before using Eclipse to bringup a new board the sections up to Create New PetaLinux SDK Software Platform of the PetaLinux SDK Board Bringup Guide (UG980) document must be completed.

Once complete your workspace should include the PetaLinux BSP Software Project.

TIP: Use the workspace that is to be used for Eclipse work for the XSDK import sections of the bring up guide.

Create and Configure New Software Platform

The next step is to import the BSP configuration and settings into the PetaLinux environment.

1. Select the BSP project to import (in this example petalinux_bsp_0).

![Figure 16: Workspace with BSP prepared](image)

2. Right click the project and select the Copy BSP to PetaLinux menu option.
3. Specify the name of the new Platform, and Vendor, and click Finish.

4. If the Platform does not already exist it will be created, its architecture will be determined by the BSP which is being imported.

5. Once the Platform is created the configuration will be imported.
Build PetaLinux

The Platform is now ready to be built. Select **All** from the PetaLinux Build Menu.

![PetaLinux Build Menu](image.png)

Once the platform is built it can be tested on hardware or in QEMU please refer to sections Test a Software Image on the Board and Test a Software Image in QEMU of this document.
Application Development

Application Creation

PetaLinux Eclipse SDK provides a tool to create PetaLinux user applications from either C or C++ templates.

These templates include application source code and Makefiles so that you can easily configure and compile applications for PetaLinux systems and install them into the root file system.

The basic steps are as follows:

1. Open the **New Project Wizard**.

![New Project Menu](image)

2. In the New Project Wizard, select the **PetaLinux New Application** item and click **Next**.
3. Enter the name of the Application myapp, and select the Style C for a C application. The **Enable the Application** check box will automatically select the application for the currently selected platform. Once complete click **Finish**.
4. The Wizard will complete the action and create the PetaLinux Application. Once complete the Application will appear as a project from within the Eclipse environment.

Application System Configuration

In order for the application to be included in the system build and resulting romfs the application must be selected in the PetaLinux System Configuration.

1. Open the PetaLinux System Configuration via the PetaLinux Tools > Application/System Configuration menu.
2. Navigate the Application/System Configuration Menuconfig using the Up/Down Arrow and the Enter keys.

3. Navigate to the Custom User Applications sub-menu.

4. You will see the newly created user application myapp listed in the menu.
5. Select the **myapp** item and press the Space key to enable it.

6. Exit the PetaLinux System Configuration.

7. When prompted to save the configuration select **Yes** and press the Enter key.
8. It will take a few seconds for PetaLinux to apply the configuration change, please wait until the window is closed.

**NOTE:** While this is happening XSDK/Eclipse will be disabled.

---

**Building Applications**

Once you have created the new application, the next step is to compile and build it. By default Eclipse will automatically compile your application for you when you change any source. To build the application into the PetaLinux System complete the following steps:

1. Select the **PetaLinux Build Menu**.

2. Select **All** to build all applications, libraries, kernel, u-boot and romfs.
3. Whilst building the progress is shown and the output log of the build is shown in a Console window within Eclipse.

Testing Applications

Having created and compiled the new application, it is time to test it.

1. Boot the newly created system image, either in QEMU or on your hardware board. (Refer to section Test New Software Image with QEMU and section Test New Software Image on Hardware for more information)
Preparing the build system for debugging

2. Confirm your user application is present on the PetaLinux system by running the following command on the system login console:

```
# ls /bin
```

Unless you have changed the user application's Makefile to put the user application to another location, the user application will be put into the "/bin" directory.

3. Run your user application on the PetaLinux system console:

```
# <user-application-executable-file-name>
```

e.g. to run user application myapp:

```
# myapp
```

4. Confirm the result of the application is as expected. If the new application is missing from the PetaLinux filesystem, double check to make sure that you completed the romfs and image Make targets from the PetaLinux Build. These ensure that your application binary is copied into the root filesystem staging area, and that the PetaLinux system image are updated with this new filesystem.

**Preparing the build system for debugging**

1. Change the user application Makefile to disable compiler optimizations. Compiler optimisations make debugging difficult because the compiler can re-order or remove instructions that do not impact the program result, making debugging difficult.

   Here is an example taken from a changed Makefile:

   ```
   ...
   ROMFSINST=$(ROOTDIR)/tools/romfs-inst.sh
   CFLAGS += -O0
   APP = myapp
   ...
   ```

2. Open the PetaLinux System Configuration via the PetaLinux SDK > Application/System Configuration menu.
Preparing the build system for debugging

3. Scroll down the **PetaLinux Configuration** menu to **Debugging**:  

   ![Figure 31: PetaLinux Configuration - Scrolling down to Debugging option](image)

4. Select the **Debugging** sub-menu:
5. Ensure that **build debugable libraries** and **build debugable applications** are all selected.

6. From the top level menu, navigate down to the **Root Filesystem Packages > base > external-csl-toolchain** sub-menu and enable the **gdbserver** package:
7. Exit Application/System Configuration and select **Yes** to save the configuration.

8. Rebuild the PetaLinux image, select **All** to rebuild the image.

---

**Debugging Applications with GDB**

1. Boot your board (or QEMU) with the new image created previously.

2. Run gdbserver with the user application on the PetaLinux console:
1234 is the "gdbserver" port - it can be any unused port number

3. Open the Run > Debug Configurations menu item.

![Debug Configurations Menu](image)

Figure 35: Debug Configurations... Menu

4. Create a new PetaLinux Debug configuration. Select the target project as **myapp** and the target executable as **myapp**.
5. Change to the **Connect** tab of the configuration and set the target IP address and Port.

- Use the IP address of the PetaLinux system, e.g.: 192.168.0.10. If you are not sure about the IP address, run `ifconfig` on the target console to check.
- Use the port 1234. If you chose a different `gdbserver` port number in the earlier step, use that value instead.

6. Click **Apply** to save the settings of the Launch Configuration, and click **Debug** to begin debugging.
TIP: You can access your Favorite/Recent Debug Launch Configurations and the Debug Configurations... dialog from the Debug Toolbar Menu.

Figure 38: Debug Toolbar Menu

7. The Debugging Session will be launched, and Eclipse will switch to the Debug Perspective.

Figure 39: Debug Session

8. The session is now connected to the remote GDB Server, and has started the application, breaking at the function main.

9. Add a break point to the application by double clicking on the side strip in the Code window for the application code file “myapp.c”. A small blue breakpoint icon should appear in the side strip for each breakpoint in the code file.
10. Run the program, using the **Resume** command via the Control Flow toolbar.

11. Try the **Step into** and **Step over** commands. Try setting and removing breakpoints.

12. When the program finishes, the GDB server application on the target system will exit. Here is an example of messages shown on the console:

```
~ # gdbserver host:1234 /bin/myapp
Process /bin/myapp created; pid = 58
Listening on port 1234
Remote debugging from host 192.168.0.9
Hello, PetaLinux World!
cmdline args: 
/bin/myapp
Child exited with status 0
GDBserver exiting
~ #
```

**Importing Existing PetaLinux Applications and Libraries**

To work with projects inside the Eclipse environment the projects must exist in the Eclipse workspace. To work with existing projects (applications, libraries and kernel modules) that were created by the command line tools `petalinux-new-...` they must first be imported into the Eclipse workspace using the Import Wizard.

1. Open the Import Wizard via the **File > Import** menu.
2. Select the **PetaLinux > Import Existing User Application/Library** wizard and click **Next**.
Importing Existing PetaLinux Applications and Libraries

3. Input the location of the application/library to import. This application/library must already be inside the PetaLinux working tree. Once entered click **Finish**.

![Figure 44: PetaLinux Import Project Wizard](image)

4. The project will be imported.
5. The project is now accessible as an Eclipse project.
Additional Resources
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